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Living On Your Own  

Project Details 

STEP ONE 

Research apartments or houses that are for rent and that you would actually like to live in. 

You'll collect information on 3 of them to use in this project. 

Choose which scenario you'd like for this project. You can also apply each of these scenarios to each rental property 

you research. 

SCENARIO 1: If you are in the market for an apartment or will be within the year and you already have an idea of 

what your budget will be, then     please do this project in a very realistic manner in terms of location and 

cost.                                

 

SCENARIO 2: If you are younger or already in a set living arrangement for the next few years, then go ahead and 

enjoy some liberties by making your apartment search slightly unaffordable. In this scenario the benefit is that it 

would be a motivating experience for you to try and earn the income necessary for a place you absolutely love when 

the time comes that you are ready to move in to a new place. 

 

SCENARIO 3: If you dream of moving away to another town or city - but you do not see how or when this will be a 

reality - feel free to do this project with that location in mind. Maybe you live in a small town and dream of New York 

City, Phoenix or Chicago...or maybe you dream of a quaint, small town near the ocean or tucked in the mountains 

somewhere...go ahead, enjoy. 

  

How to Research: Use the Internet, newspaper, or Chamber of Commerce for information on apartments or 

houses to rent. If you are staying local, pay attention to the magazines that are often outside grocery stores and 

some restaurants - they're free and they offer renting opportunities - same with bulletin boards. 

 

 

What you Need: Try to get answers to everything on your checklist about the 3 rentals. 

 

If you can't get all the information from an advertisement or website then call them. If it's an apartment complex or 

leasing agent you should not have to disclose the fact that you are not an actual prospective renter. 

However, if it's a single homeowner who put out an advertisement for rent then be courteous and tell them you are 

not an actual prospect and you are calling for a school project. Most people will be generous enough to answer your 

questions but if they are not, we don't want to waste their time so you'll want to try another place. In this case 

choose just a handful of questions to ask from your list - anything that pertains to the money and amenities, as 

opposed to questions about pet policy, bus stops and so forth which aren't as valuable to this project. 

 

 

STEP TWO 

Complete your checklist for all three options. You might print the lists and hand write columns for each place so you 

can compare them side by side. 

Download here: All About Renting & Checklist 

http://api.ning.com/files/uKlgk1Acy3hMmaVkM9F63UYtFt3si-qRUyA4VJaBzCE2LNmZVZukByNeyRMN6qKyqnogWXc5WagrEQDY*s2IFS8vWQSXZOjp/AllAboutRentingChecklist.pdf
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STEP THREE 

Complete the application. There is a button on the top right corner that will allow you to send it via email. Send it to: 

GITG@LearningLifeCo.org 

Download here: Rental Application 

  

Important! The application will ask personal information that we do NOT want from you. But, we do want to 

know if you have it or not. So if for example, you do have a bank account then just fill in the numbers 123456...and so 

forth. Same with the address and social security number. 

 

If you do not have an account or do not know where your social security number is, then leave it blank. This will 

allow your Advisor to talk with you about obtaining these things so that you do have them by the time you are ready 

to be a renter. 

 

STEP FOUR 

Discuss your project results with your Advisor. Keep your research, articles and checklists for future reference. Let 

your Advisor know if while doing this project you are actually looking for a place, right now, in real life. What can we 

do further to help you succeed in finding a place? 

 

http://api.ning.com/files/OtuhpUuDhkKjGWumoMAKyv9hRPzdDABq8A0CCxbamKOYFwAplWihkowJMyogerFJcQrPaCDQeACTSYSVQNeVPJcN*Duxs34I/FreeRentalApplication.pdf

